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dwp appoints GM for UAE
THOUGHTS
dwp has appointed general manager, Qasim
Mansoor, to its UAE office, to realign and enhance
… More
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Arabian Nightmare
There are very few architects or designers who don’t want to
be in Saudi Arabia at the moment –… More
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dwp has appointed regional managing director Robert Troup,
currently based in Dubai, to head up its North Asia region from
Shanghai, China.
The design firm has set its sights on further expansion and
development in the region.

DWP APPOINTS GM
FOR UAE
dwp has appointed general
manager, Qasim Mansoor,
to its UAE office, to realign
and enhance … More
NORTH AFRICA MUST
BE ON THE RADAR,
SAY EXPERTS
The growing opportunities in
the wider MENA region
were highlighted during the
recent Middle East … More
GE LIGHTING
APPOINTS LUMINAIRE
SOLUTIONS FOR EMEA
GE Lighting has appointed

“I am very proud to be appointed by dwp as regional managing
director for this exciting territory,” said Troup.
“With two successful, vibrant dwp design studios in the region, we
have a growing portfolio of visionary and innovative projects,
showcasing the talents of our international architects and interior
designers.”
Troup has more than 25 years experience in the industry,
throughout Asia, the Middle East and UK. A registered architect
and member of RIBA, he has a portfolio directing and managing a
top-tier design firm, including commercial and residential projects,
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Architect claims Dubai failed by trying to
recreate Tokyo skyscrapers
New York architect, Danny Forster, of Danny Forster Design
Studio, claims Dubai made a big mistake i… More
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Map of architecture and interior design
Twitter users takes off
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and consultants (to architects) indus… More
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20,000 square metres, with international b… More
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Heriot-Watt Dubai launches interior design
course
Heriot-Watt has launched a Bachelor's degree in interior
design, because it wants to train and creat… More
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Diederik de Stoppelaar as
director of the company’s
new commercial
organisation … More
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Shopping Centres (ICSC)
and Middle East Council of
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… More
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A strong performance by
Atkins’ Middle East and
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to ease pressure … More

hotels, transport, education and civic buildings.
As regional managing director, he is responsible for overall
operations, development and expansion of the business.
“Robert is a recognised expert in our industry and will be a key
contributor to the continued success of dwp, as we further our
expansion plans and gain more ground, particularly with the
North Asian and Middle East regions,” said Brenton Mauriello,
CEO, dwp.
dwp has a total of 12 offices worldwide, including Australia,
Bahrain, China, Hong Kong, India, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand,
UAE and Vietnam.

STEVEN MILLER JOINS
PERKINS EASTMAN AS
MENA REGIONAL
MANAGER
Steven Miller FAIA, RIBA
has joined international
design and architecture
firm, Perkins Eastman, as
its … More
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BROADWAY MALYAN
APPOINTS NEW
CHAIRMAN, BOLSTERS
CHINA TEAM
Global architecture,
urbanism and design
practice Broadway Malyan
has appointed director
Stuart Rough as chairman
… More
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